
Tracing the Origins of Austin's Craft Beer 
Revolution on Brewery Tours



Undoubtedly, the craft beer
revolution in Austin has sparked a
thrilling and dynamic movement,
offering an abundance of
excitement. Embarking on Austin
brewery tours to delve into its roots
can truly be a remarkable adventure.
Through these tours, you have the
opportunity to delve into the city's
brewing culture, indulge in a diverse
array of distinctive beers, and
acquaint yourself with the
passionate individuals who fuel
Austin's captivating craft beer scene.

https://austinpartybus.com/austin-brewery-tours-2/


Independence Brewing Co:

Independence Brewing played a
significant role in Austin's craft
beer revolution. Founded in
2004, it was one of the city's
first production breweries. They
focus on creating high-quality,
flavorful beers with a Texan
twist.

Austin Beerworks: Another pioneer in Austin's craft beer movement, Austin Beerworks,
began brewing in 2011. They gained popularity for their bold & approachable beers,
known for their eye-catching can designs & a commitment to quality.



Hops and Grain Brewing: Founded in 2011, Hops and Grain Brewing has been a
strong advocate for sustainability in the brewing industry. They prioritize using locally
sourced ingredients & energy-efficient practices to create their diverse range of beers.

Jester King Brewery: Located just outside Austin, Jester King Brewery is renowned
for its farmhouse ales and barrel-aged sour beers. They embrace traditional brewing
methods, fermentation with native yeast and bacteria, and sourcing ingredients from
their onsite farm.

Live Oak Brewing Company: Live Oak Brewing has established a strong reputation
for their exceptional German-style beers, consistently producing brews that have earned
them recognition since 1997. With a steadfast commitment to traditional brewing
techniques & unwavering pursuit of excellence, they have successfully cultivated a loyal
following.



Lazarus Brewing Company:
Founded in 2016, Lazarus Brewing
combines a craft brewery with a
neighborhood coffee shop. They offer an
impressive variety of beers, including
seasonal and small-batch creations,
along with a cozy ambiance.

Zilker Brewing Company: Zilker
Brewing, established in 2015, has
gained recognition for their well-crafted
& balanced beers. They offer a diverse
lineup, including hop-forward IPAs,
flavorful stouts, and refreshing lagers.
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